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Abstract 

As a result of measurement of noise level at subway in Busan area, the noise levels of the line and the line reduced
about 4-5dB(A) and 6dB(A) in comparing year 2001, respectively. The higest  noise level of 80dB(A) was measured at the
upward-bound line (Jigegol Mogol, Centum City Busan Museum of Modern Art).

The major noise source of the upward-bound line was identified as promoting moter sound and as impact sound
occurred on connected rail in traveling of the electric train, and the major noise source at the downward-bound line was
impact sound occurred on connected rail, and the major noise source of line was aerodynamic noise.

As a result of improving maintenance such as slow movement of curve section, grinding for reducing  squeal noise, and
sufficient greasing and oiling work, the noise level is tending to decrease in the subway of Busan. 
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Table 1. Result of measurement(2001 ~ 2005)          [Unit :  dB(A)]

Fig. 1. Variation of noise level in the Line (up-way). Fig. 2. Variation of noise level in the Line (down-way).



Table 2. Comparison of noise level measured with year (Line )   [Unit : leq dB(A)]



Table 3. Equivalence noise level and the highest noise source (Line )   [Unit :  dB(A)]

Fig. 4. Variation of noise on the Line (down-way).Fig. 3. Variation of noise on the Line (up-way).



Table 4. Comparison of noise level measured with year (Line )   [Unit : leq dB(A)]



Table 5. Equivalence noise level and the highest noise source(Line )    [Unit : dB(A)]



Fig. 8. Variation of frequeccy in Line

Fig. 5. Distribution of energy equivalent sound level(Line ). Fig. 7. Variation of frequeccy in Line

Fig. 6. Distribution of energy equivalent sound level(Line ). 






